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Flower: Captain Kush        CODE: CAP-0088 

 

Section 1: Dried Cannabis 

 

Product identity........................................  Captain Kush 
Product item number................................ CAP-0088 

Grower...................................................... (Grower name and address) 

Information line........................................ (506)349-6272 

Recommended Use................................... Inhalation 

 

Section 02: Strain Identification 

 

     
Label Elements: 

 

Signal Word............................................. WARNING 
 

Hazard Classification: 

 

Hazard..................................................... DO NOT OPERATE A MOTOR VEHICLE OR HEAVY MACHINERY. 

 

Effects...................................................... Uplifting. 

May Relieve............................................. Anxiety, Depression, and Fatigue. 

 

Characteristics..........................................  Hybrid - 50% Sativa /50% Indica THC: 15% - 20% 
 

Storage...................................................... Keep in an air-tight container in a dark, dry, cool place. If not, properly  
               stored product can possibly mold or get too dry. 

Disposal.................................................... Please incinerate. 

Hazards not otherwise Classified............. KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN (AGE OF MAJORITY) 

 

Negative Side Effects................................ 15% of people studied experience dry mouth, 12% of people studied experienced 

            dry eyes, 7% of people studied experienced dizziness. 

 

Flavors....................................................... Fruity, Pine, and Sweet. 

 

Aromas....................................................... Berry, Earthy, Fruity, and Sweet. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Section 3: Background 

 

Captain Kush is an evenly balanced hybrid (50% sativa/50% Indica) strain created through a cross of the classic 

Snowcap X OG Kush strains. Although this bud is hard to come by, you’ll find yourself craving more after just one taste. 

Captain Kush has a sweet yet somehow mild flavor of fruity pine that has one of the smoothest exhales you will ever 

experience. The aroma is almost nonexistent, although some smells of sweet fruit and pine can be detected as the nugz are 

ground up. Captain Kush buds have cone-shaped amber colored nugz with lots of orange hairs and a super frosty thick 

coating of tiny amber colored crystal trichomes. This dank bud’s high is very uplifting and motivating in nature, making it 

ideal for use during the day or as a wake-and-bake. It starts with a euphoric rush of energy that clears your mind of any 

racing thoughts and replaces them with a sense of clear-headed purpose. As your mind builds in happiness, you’ll 

experience a feeling of tranquility and ease that relaxes you from head to toe. These effects paired with its 15-20% average 

THC level make Captain Kush perfect for treating conditions such as chronic fatigue, depression, chronic stress or anxiety, 

and indigestion. 

 

Uncomfortable reaction measures 

 

Cannabis is all natural, these affects will wear off over time. Only use under recommendation of physician if treating 

ailment. 


